Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is an important generative model modeling vectorial data. While applying an RBM in practice to images, the data have to be vectorized. This results in high-dimensional data and valuable spatial information has got lost in vectorization. In this paper, a Matrix-Variate Restricted Boltzmann Machine (MVRBM) model is proposed by generalizing the classic RBM to explicitly model matrix data. In the new RBM model, both input and hidden variables are in matrix forms which are connected by bilinear transforms. The MVRBM has much less model parameters, resulting in a faster training algorithm while retaining comparable performance as the classic RBM. The advantages of the MVRBM have been demonstrated on two real-world applications: Image superresolution and handwritten digit recognition.
Introduction
A Boltzmann machine as a type of stochastic recurrent neural network was invented by Hinton and Sejnowski in 1985 [15] . However it is not efficient to use the generic Boltzmann machines in machine learning or inference due to its unconstrained connectivity among variable units. To make a practical model, Hinton [11] proposes an architecture called the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), only units between visible layer and hidden layer connected.
With the restricted connectivity between visible and hidden units, an RBM can be regarded as a probabilistic graphical model with bipartite graph structure. In recent years, RBMs have attracted considerable research interest in pattern recognition [5, 26] and machine learning [3, 14, 19, 22, 31] , due to their strong ability in feature extraction and representation.
Units at visible and hidden layers are connected through the restricted linear mapping with weights to be trained. Given some training data, the goal of training a RBM model is to learn the weights between visible and hidden units such that the probability distribution represented by a RBM fits the training samples as well as possible. A well trained RBM can provide efficient representation for new input data following the same distribution as training data.
The classic RBM model is mainly designed for vectorial input data or variables. However, data emerging from modern science and technology are in more general structures. For example, digital images are collected as 2D matrices, which reflect the spatial correlation or information among pixels. In order to apply the classic RBM to such 2D image data, a typical workaround is to vectorize 2D data. Unfortunately such as a vectorization process not only breaks the inherent high-order image structure, resulting in losing important information about interaction across modes, but also leads to increasing the number of model parameters induced by a full connection between visible and hidden units.
To extend the classic RBM for 2D matrix data, in this paper, we propose a Matrix-Variate Restricted Boltzmann Machine (MVRBM) model. Like the classic RBM, the MVRBM model also defines a probabilistic model for binary units arranged in a bipartite graph, but topologically units on the same layer (input or hidden) are organized in 2D arrays and connected through a bilinear mapping, see Section 3. In fact, the proposed bilinear mapping specifies a specific structure in the parameters of the model, thus gives raise to reduce the number of parameters to be learned in training process.
In summary, the new model has the following advantages which make up our contributions in this paper:
1. The total number of parameters to be learned is significantly less than that in the traditional RBMs, thus the computational complexity in training and inferring can be significantly improved.
2. Both the visible layer and hidden layer are organized in the matrix format, thus the spatial information in 2D matrix data can be maintained in the training and inference processes and better performance in reconstruction can be achieved.
3. The idea presented in MVRBM can be easily extended to any order tensorial data, thus the basic RBM can be applied to more complex data structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the related works to further highlight our contributions. In Section 3, the MVRBM model is introduced and a stochastic learning algorithm based on Contrast Divergence (CD) is proposed. In Section 4, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated on two computer vision tasks handwritten digit recognition and image super-resolution. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are provided in Section 5.
Related Works
There have been more and more multiway data acquired in modern scientific and engineering research, e.g., medical images [1, 21] , multispectral images [4, 9] , and video clips [10] etc. It is well known that vectorizing multiway data results in correlation information loss, thus downgrade the performance of learning algorithm for vectorial data like the classic RBMs. In recent years, research works on learning algorithms for multiway data modeling have attracted great attention.
Rovid et al. [24] propose a tensor-product model based representation of neural networks in which a neural network structure for mutual interaction of variable components is introduced. It conceptually restructures the tensor product model transformation to a generalized form for fuzzy modeling and to propose new features and several new variants of the tensor product model transformation. However this type of neural networks is actually defined for vectorial data rather than tensorial variates. The similar idea can be seen in the most recent paper [16] . The key characterization for these networks is the connection weights (neural networks parameters) are in tensor format, rather than the data variables in the networks. Thus except for the nonlinearity introduced by the activation function, the neural networks offer the capacity of encoding nonlinear interaction among the hidden variable components. The so-called tensor analyzer [28] also serves as such an example.
Socher et al. [26] present another similar work. It uses the similar structure as proposed in [16] to generalize several previous neural network models and provide a more powerful way to model correlation information than a standard neural network layer.
There are several works on multiple ways Boltzmann machine [29, 34] . Taylor and Hinton [29] propose a factored conditional restricted Boltzmann Machines for modeling motion style. In order to capture context of motion style, this model takes history and current information as input data, thus connections from the past to current visible units and the hidden units are increased. In this model, the input data consist of two vectors, and the output data is also in vector form and the weights between visible and hidden units are matrix.
Zhao et al. [34] use some video sequences for training RBM to get better classification performance. The video sequences are also vectorized as some vectors, used as the input to a classic RBM with a connection defined by a tensor weight.
All the above attempts aim to model the interaction between the components of vector variates. Similar to the classic RBM, these models are not appropriate for the matrix inputs. To the best of our knowledge, the first work aiming at modeling matrix variate inputs is proposed by Nguyen et al. [23] , named Tensor-variate Restricted Boltzmann Machines (TvRBM) model. The authors have demonstrated the capacity of the model on three real-world applications with convincible performance. In its model architecture, the input is designed for tensorial data including matrix data while the hidden units are organized as a vector. The connection between the hidden layer and the visible layer is defined by the linear combination over tensorial weights. To reduce the number of weight parameters, the weight tensors are further specified as the so-called rank-r tensors [18] . However our criticism over TvRBM is that the specification of the rank-r tensor weights is too restrictive to efficiently empower the model capability.
Another model related to our proposed MVRBM is the so-called Replicated Softmax RBM (RS-RBM) [25] . Similar to TvRBM in [23] , RS-RBM uses a linear mapping between a matrix input layer and a hidden vector layer. To model document topics in terms of word counts, an implicit condition is imposed on the matrix input, i.e., the sum of the binary entries of each row in the matrix input must be 1. Thus the Replicated Softmax model is actually equivalent to an RBM of vector softmax input units with identical weights for each unit.
Our proposed MVRBM in the next section is different from both TvRBM and RS-RBM in several aspects. First, the binary entries in matrix input for MVRBM are independent as that in TvRBM while they are dependent in RS-RBM. Second, the hidden layer units in MVRBM are in a matrix format rather than in a vector format as in both RS-RBM and TvRBM. Third, the linear mapping between input and hidden layers in MVRBM is bilinear.
Matrix Variate Restricted Boltzmann Machines (MVRBM)
In this section, we will present the proposed MVRBM and investigate its learning algorithm.
Model Definition
The classic RBM [8, 13] is a bipartite undirected probabilistic graphical model with stochastic visible units x and stochastic hidden units y, both are in vector. The model is shown in Figure 1 where each visible unit (represented by a cubic) is connected to each hidden unit (represented by a cylinder). The RBM assigns energy for a joint configuration (x, y):
where x ∈ R I , y ∈ R K are the binary states of visible units and hidden units, b ∈ R I and c ∈ R K are the biases, and W ∈ R I×K represents visible-to-hidden symmetric interaction terms in the neural network. Denote by Θ = {b, c, W } all the model parameters.
To introduce our proposed MVRBM, we define the following notations. Denote by X = [x ij ] ∈ R I×J the binary visible matrix variate, and Y = [y kl ] ∈ R K×L the binary hidden matrix variate. We assume that the independent random variables x ij and y kl all take values from {0, 1}. Given the parameters of a 4-order tensor
and C = [c kl ] ∈ R K×L , we define the following energy function for a joint configuration (X, Y ),
where Θ = {W, B, C} collects all the parameters.
There are a total number of I ×J ×K ×L+I ×J +K ×L free parameters in Θ. This is a huge number even for mild values of I, J, K and L and requires a large amount of training samples and times. In order to reduce the number of free parameters to save computational complexity in training and inference, we intend to specify a multiplicative interaction between visible units and hidden units by taking w ijkl = u ki v lj . By defining two new matrices
we can rewrite the energy function (2) into the following form,
Both matrices U and V jointly define the interaction between input matrix X and hidden matrix Y . The total number of free parameters in (2) has been reduced to
Based on (3), we define the following distribution:
where Θ denotes all the model parameters U , V , B and C and the normalization constant Z(Θ) is defined by
where X and Y are the binary value spaces of X and Y , respectively.
We call the probabilistic model defined by (4) To facilitate exploring learning algorithm for MVRBM, we propose the following lemma regarding the conditional density of each visible and hidden entry. Lemma 1. Let the MVRBM model be defined by (3) and (4), the conditional density of each visible entry x ij over all the other variables is given by
and the conditional density of each hidden entry y kl over all the other variables is given by
where σ is the sigmoid function σ(x) = 1/(1 + e −x ).
Proof. Both X and Y are in symmetric position, so we only prove (6) as an example. For this purpose, denote
Consider a fixed entry x i0j0 . First by Bayes theorem we have
Similarly, denoting by X /i0j0 all the entries except for x i0j0 , we have
Combining these together gives
which is (6) for (i, j) = (i 0 , j 0 ). This completes the proof.
Remark 1:
In terms of matrix representation, the two conditional probabilities can be written as
where the sigmoid function σ applies on the entries of the corresponding matrices.
The Maximum Likelihood and CD Algorithm for MVRBM
Let D = {X 1 , ..., X N } be an observed dataset. Under the joint distribution (4), the log likelihood of D is defined by
For any component θ of Θ , we can prove that
We call the first term of the right hand side of (10) the data expectation and the second term the model expectation.
The main difficulty in calculating the derivative of the likelihood function with respect to a parameter is to fast compute the model expectation. The model expectation is intractable due to the summation over all the possible visible and hidden states. However, the Contrast Divergence (CD) procedure allows fast approximation using short Markov chains. The main idea in the CD algorithm is as follow: a Gibbs chain is initialized with a training example X (0) n = X n of the training set, then alternatively using (8) and (9) gives the chain
The CD-k algorithm takes the samples {X
at step k to approximate the model expectation, that is,
(11) is actually the data expectation over the sampled data in the k-th step of all the Gibbs chains from training samples, which is similar to the data expectation in (10) . Finally the CD algorithm is implemented by
For all the four parameters in the MVRBM, we take calculating ∂ ∂U as an example. The derivatives with respect to other parameters can be calculated similarly. From (3), we have
In this case, the derivative (12) becomes
For binary variable Y (or Y here), the mean value of Y is equal to the probability of Y = 1. Hence the first term in (13) is, refer to (9),
Similarly it applies to the second term. Thus we have
Similarly for other parameters we obtain
Remark 2: As the model only depends on the product of parameters U and V , one parameter may go up in any scale s while the other goes down to 1/s. To avoid the issue of un-identifying model parameters, we add a penalty of
to the log likelihood objective . We summarize the overall CD procedure for Matrix Variate RBM in Algorithm 1. In all our experiments, we use the special CD-1 algorithm for training.
Remark 3: The MVRBM model can be easily extended to any order tensorial input and hidden units. Note that the energy (3), which is equivalent to
Algorithm 1 CD-K algorithm for MVRBM:
Input: A set of training data of N matrices D = {X 1 , ..., X N }, the maximum iteration number T (default value = 10, 000), the learning rate α (default value = 0.05), the weight regularizer β (default value = 0.01), the momentum γ (default value = 0.5), the batch size b (default value = 100) and the CD step K (default value = 1). Output: Model parameters Θ = {U, V, B, C}.
1: Initialization: Randomly initialize values for U and V , set the bias B = 0 and C = 0 and the gradient increments ∆U = ∆V = ∆B = ∆C = 0. 
For all the data X (0) = X ∈ D m run the Gibbs sampling at the current model parameters Θ:
sample Y (k) according to (9) with the current X (k) ; 8: sample X (k+1) according to (8) with
end for 10:
Update the gradient increment with D m and D
) by using (14) to (17):
Update model parameters θ ∈ Θ with θ ← θ + ∆θ; 
where × n means n-mode product of a tensor and a matrix [18] and E's are the logistic error matrices. For Dorder tensorial binary variates X and Y, a Tucker decompo-
for a Tensorial Variate RBM (TV-RBM). Algorithm and its applications of such a TV-RBM will be investigated in our forthcoming paper [30] .
Multimodal MVRBM
Information in the real world comes through multiple input channels. For example, in image super-resolution, the lower resolution images are associated with different types of features. The classic RBM has been engineered to handle multimodal data [25] .
As a proof of the concept, in this subsection, we simply give an outline to describe how the newly proposed MVRBM can be generalized to process multimodal matrix variates. We assume that the visible layer consists of two separate matrices X ∈ R I×J and Z ∈ R H×W . Both X and Z could be in the same dimension and will be connected to the hidden layer given by a matrix variate Y ∈ R K×L . The connection is specified in the following energy function
Given the energy function in (18), the following joint distribution
The learning algorithm based on CD approximation can be easily derived. In experiment, we will use this model for image super-resolution.
Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we implement Algorithm 1 and conduct a number of experiments on some public databases to assess the proposed MVRBM model. These experiments are designed to demonstrate the performance of MVRBM in feature extraction and reconstruction by comparing with the existing RBM model. The algorithm is coded by Matlab, and is run on a machine with a 2.50GHz Intel Xeon Processor and 128GB of installed memory.
Experiment 1: Denoising and Reconstruction
In the first experiment, our goal is to show that a well trained MVRBM can be used to data denoising and dimension reduction for reconstruction. The experiment is based on the MNIST handwritten digit database, downloadable from http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/. The dataset contains 70000 labeled images of handwritten digits which are in 28 by 28 pixels and gray scale. In general, the training set contains 60,000 images and the testing set 10,000 images.
In the first attempt, we wish to demonstrate that the MVRBM model actually learns the information from data. For this purpose, we randomly select 5,000 images of digit 9 from the training dataset, set the hidden matrix variate to size 15 × 15 and use most of default parameter values set in Algorithm 1. The training process terminates after T = 3, 000 epoches. With the trained MVRBM, we conduct a simple denoising test. We randomly add 10% salt & pepper noises to some testing images of digit 9. The noised testing images are shown in Figure 3(a) while the denoised counterparts in Figure 3(b) . The denoising result is visually pleasing.
In another attempt, we train a MVRBM with N = 20, 000 training samples (2, 000 samples for each digit) and T = 3, 000 epoches, but the hidden size is set to 25. Based on the bilinear model of the MVRBM, the trained model parameters U and V can be jointly used as filters or feature extractor in terms of dictionary U T ⊗ V T . We show some filters in Figure 4(a) , from which we can see that the learned filters are quite close to the Haar filters used in image processing.
Then we test the capacity of the learned MVRBM in dimensionality reduction and reconstruction. Figure 4(b) shows several examples of the original and its corresponding reconstruction from low dimension representation. Average reconstruction error is 10.8488/(28*28).
Experiment 2: Handwritten Digit Classification
The dataset used in Experiment 1 has been widely used for testing and evaluating classification or clustering algorithms [6, 7, 17] . In this experiment, we use this dataset to evaluate how well the proposed MVRBM is in feature extraction. In fact, the states over hidden layer can be regarded as new features of observed data. These new features will be piped into a process to train a classifier. As most exist- ing classifiers are designed for vectorial data, in this experiment, the hidden matrix features given by MVRBM will be concatenated into vectors and then use the K Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) Classifier with K = 1 for classification.
We assess how different model training settings impact the 1-NN classifier performance. Under different training settings, we first train an MVRBM, use it as a feature extractor and then conduct 1-NN classification over all the testing digits. Finally we report the classification error rates.
In the first test, we fix the size of hidden units at 25 × 25 and iteration number for T = 2, 000 while varying the number of training samples from 100 to 20, 000. We show the results of classification errors in Figure 5 (a). Sufficient training samples lead to better classification performance. In another test, we randomly choose 10, 000 training samples while varying the iteration number from 10 to 3, 000 for training. The curve in Figure 5(b) shows the change of classification errors over the iteration numbers. We can observe that learning MVRBM model has been stable after 70 iterations. Particularly for the iteration numbers from 300 to 3, 000, the classification error rate only changes from 0.0571 to 0.0520. Based on these observations, we recommend N = 20, 000 and T = 3, 000 in the most of the following experiments while comparing with other models. In our experiment, we also note that the MVRBM with 50, 000 training samples gives a quite good accuracy of 0.0359 although this accuracy goes up to 0.1387 with only 600 training samples.
Finally we compare the performance of the proposed model against other state-of-the-art methods which include the Deep Neural Network based drop-out method (DNN) [27] , the Deep Belief Networks (DBN) [?], the Con- volutional Neural Networks (CNN) [20] and the Sparse Autoencoder (SAE) [2] . These compared methods are implemented in the DeepLearn Toolbox which is available online at https://github.com/rasmusbergpalm/ DeepLearnToolbox and we use their default parameter settings. Figure 6 (a) and (b) show the overall results for which we fix the iteration number T = 3, 000 as suggested for MVRBM. The observation we can make from two figures is that with the sufficient training samples the newly proposed MVRBM is comparable to all the other methods while the new model outperforms others in the cases of few samples (less than 10,000). We believe this is due to the fact that the MVRBM has much less model parameters than other models, thus it is much more immune to overfitting.
Experiment 3: Image Super-resolution
In this experiment we apply our Mutlimodal MVRBM model for image super-resolution. We follow the same setting used in [?] to prepare training data.
The training patches are randomly taken from 69 Miscellaneous color images which are available online at http://decsai.ugr.es/cvg/dbimagenes/.
Each training sample consists of a high resolution patch X (the raw image from luminance Y channel in the YCbCr color space) and four low resolution patches which are the directives of images in x-, y-, xx-and yy-directions, denoted by Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 and Z 4 of the Y channel. Hence at the visible layer we have five matrix patches (X, Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 ). The energy function defined in (18) can be appropriately extended to cope with this case.
We select N training samples from the Miscelaneous database, denoted by
In this experiment, we randomly sample N = 10, 000 training patches and try different image patch sizes of 10 × 10, 15 × 15, 20 × 20, 30× and 35×35, all with a magnification factor of 2. The hidden size is fixed to 20 to demonstrate the potential of using overcomplete dictionary. We found this hidden size gives better results in all the tests conducted. Figure 7 following strategy to conduct super-resolution inference. Given a low resolution feature input Z = (Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 ), we first use any simple super-resolution algorithm such as interpolation based methods to get an estimate X 0 of the desired super-resolution patch X. Then take as the input(s) both Z and X 0 to the visible layer of a trained MMVRBM and run the MMVRBM training algorithm to transfer message from the visible layer to the hidden layer to get the variable Y . Following that, the message Y can be transferred back from the hidden layer to the visible layer and the super-resolution results can be taken from those X units. In general, this gives a faster inference algorithm as demonstrated in our experiments. While necessary, this process can be run several cycles to reach equilibrium. The similar idea has been used in [32] where a neural network is trained as a separate post-procedure.
We apply this inference for the super-resolution on Lena image in size 256 × 256. Table 1 shows the reconstruction errors for each case. Based on the results we recommend using patch size 30 for general super-resolution. In Figure 8 , we compare our method with several other methods on Lena for super-resolution. In this experiment we fix the patch size to 15 × 15 and hidden size to 20 × 20. The size of low-resolution input image is 256 × 256. The PSNR of our method is 35.3006dB, much higher than 34.1282dB from the classic bicubic interpolation. As our model is in bilinear format which is a sub-model of the full linear model such as the Super-resolution via Sparse Representation (SR) algorithm in [?], the PSNR of our method is slightly inferior to the SR method, however the reconstruction time is much better than theirs 1 . More tests have been conducted for natural image superresolution, which are in the supplementary document to save the space of the paper. Here we only present one set of experiment as an example in Figure 9 . The results show that the faster reconstruction of the proposed model against the SR algorithm while maintaining comparable reconstruction 1 As the bicubic interpolation is implemented in Matlab and highly optimized, we did not report its super-resolution recovery time. accuracy.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel model called Matrix Variate Restricted Boltzmann Machine (MVRBM) for 2D matrix variate data by defining a bilinear connection between matrix variate visible layer and matrix variate hidden layer. Different from the traditional RBM which vectorizes the 2D matrix variate, this new model can make good use of spatial information in 2D matrix data, and be easily extended to any higher order tensor variate data.
In order to learn model parameters in MVRBM, we express the multiplicative interaction between visible and hidden units as a specified structure, and thus the number of free parameters in the model is significantly reduced, compared to the corresponding vectorized RBM models. The relevant learning algorithm for the new model has been investigated.
The experiments have demonstrated the new model is comparable to the classic RBM while maintaining good training and inferring computational complexity. This has been particularly demonstrated in the application to the image super-resolution problem. Our model can be easily incorporated into a deeper structure. Using the deeper structure we may get more abstract feature and better performance. Our future work is to apply the method into the field of the deep learning and the construction of the deep neural network structures.
